DSP2018 Call for Special Session Proposals

The Organizing Committee invites prospective organizers to submit proposals for the DSP2018 special sessions. The special sessions aim to complement the regular sessions with specialized, advanced or important research directions that are of interest to DSP conference participants. Each special session should have at least five papers. The special session organizer shall invite papers, arrange for the review, and recommend on the acceptance.

Submission Details
Each special session proposal shall include the following:
1. Title of the special session
2. Organizer names, emails and affiliations.
3. A list of titles and authors (names, emails and affiliations) of prospective papers

Proposals for special sessions can be submitted to any of the DSP2018 Special Session Co-Chairs:
CHAKRABORTY M <mrityun@ece.iitkgp.ernet.in>
CHONG K S <KSChong@ntu.edu.sg>
JIANG A M <jiangam@hhuc.edu.cn>
LEE J W <JWLee@ntu.edu.sg>
LIAN Y <peterlian@cse.yorku.ca>
NISHIO Y <nishio@ee.tokushima-u.ac.jp>
TAO X F <taoxf@bupt.edu.cn>
VAN L D <ldvan@cs.nctu.edu.tw>
ZOU Y X <zouyx@szpku.edu.cn>

Guidelines for Special Session (SS) Organizers

- The SS Organizer should provide a proposal and receive acceptance confirmation from the respective SS Co-Chair.
- Each session should have at least 5 papers.
- The SS Organizer is responsible for inviting papers, arranging for their reviews and recommending on their acceptance. Each paper should have at least 3 reviews. The final decision on acceptance will be made by the Technical Program Committee and SS Co-chairs.
- All papers should be papers reporting scientific knowledge or promoting the creation of scientific knowledge or within the technical scope of the conference.
- A person cannot be an author in more than 3 papers in the Special Sessions.